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28 Despite its huge potential,
Greece lacks confidence
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Economist and author Nick Papandreou
looks at how Donald Trump is seen from
Europe and argues that his supporters are
predominantly white, working-class men
whose American dream has turned
into a nightmare

ECONOMY AND BONDS
16 Greek economic recovery hopes
on a knife-edge
After a nervous start to the year for the
Greek economy, investors, business
owners and economists are pointing
to a series of uncertainties hanging over
the country that could prolong
the economic slump
18 2016: A year of pragmatism
and adjustment
Bank of Greece Governor Yannis Stournaras told the 83th Annual Meeting of
Shareholders that the completion of the
review is essential for an exit from the crisis
22 Draghi’s stimulus package
props up Greek bonds
Greek government bonds were among
the main beneficiaries of the European
Central Bank’s triple stimulus package
announced on March 10, but Greek debt
instruments also stand to benefit immensely from the conclusion of the ongoing review of the economic programme,
though important hurdles have
to be overcome
bf
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In an exclusive interview, Gianpiero
Pazzanese, President and CEO of British
American Tobacco Hellas, talks
to Business File about the tobacco
giant’s plans to invest 100 million
euros in the Greek market over the
next three years, as well as prospects
for the Greek economy
By George Manettas

FEATURES AND ANALYSIS
BANKING
24 Greek banks reduce reliance on ELA
funding, eye the return of deposits
The imposition of capital controls has
stopped deposit outflows but inflows
have been very limited since last July,
despite the recapitalisation
of the core Greek banks

INVESTMENTS
26 Hopes for investment
rebound in 2016
After an “annus horribilis” in 2015,
three big deals with international
groups were agreed in the first quarter
this year, raising hopes that further
inward investment will put Greece
on track for a sustained recovery
By Kerin Hope

SHIPPING
32 In the eye of the storm
There was little to cheer about for more
than 800 delegates who attended
Capital Link’s 7th annual Greek Shipping Forum, with over 40 presenters
and panelists venting their views on the
tough times gripping a global shipping
industry plagued by oversupply
and low freight rates
By David Glass
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34 Union of Greek Shipowners
on the offensive
Union of Greek Shipowners president Theodore Veniamis
pulled no punches when he told fellow owners gathered for
the UGS AGM that Greek shipping is under attack at a time
when Greek shipping revenues are nosediving and the
European Commission is tightening the screw
on the industry’s current tax status
By David Glass
36 Posidonia 2016: Magnet for global maritime community
This year’s Posidonia 2016 international shipping exhibition is
on course to be the biggest ever gathering of shipping people
By David Glass
38 Under siege
Greece’s valuable cruise shipping sector is facing the threat
of cancellations after the port of Piraeus was swamped by
thousands of refugees and migrants held back to avoid further
overcrowding in the north of the country after
neighbouring countries closed their borders
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EY ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR
44 Passion for work
George Koutsolioutsos, CEO of Folli Follie Group,
Greece’s champion jewelry and retail exporter, has won
the EY Greek Entrepreneur of the Year award for 2015
By Vanessa Alexakis

GREEK SPIRIT
46 Greece’s new cultural oasis
The much-anticipated Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Cultural Center (SNFCC) is nearing completion
and promises to be a cultural oasis that will
stimulate the hearts and minds of Greeks and tourists,
as well as providing a welcome
boost to Greece’s economy
By Vanessa Alexakis

Is it Monday?

By David Glass

Keep Calm

40 Greek owners continue to rule the waves
Greek shipowners continue to rule the waves in terms
of the asset value of their fleet. Greeks control
the most valuable, according to the ranking
by VesselsValue.com, a leading appraiser of ship values
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and read Antonis D. Papagiannidis’ post at

www.economia.gr/en

By David Glass
Visit our site www.economia.gr/en

TOURISM
42 Tourism set for another record year
Greece eyes 27.5 million tourists in 2016, but challenges
remain as the refugee crisis lingers on and a successful
conclusion of the bailout review is needed if the country’s
key tourism sector is to achieve another record year
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